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Executive Summary

Block Magic Teacher's Manual is designed to be used by teachers interested
in the Block Magic system and its classroom use. The Manual provides (i) a
general description of the Block Magic methodology; (ii) a description of the
hardware and software in the Teacher's Kit; and (iii) a guide to each learning
activity, implemented in the current version of Block Magic software,
providing in each case the learning goals and rationale for the activity and (iv)
detailed instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom.
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Methodology
Block Magic is a learning system for children from 3 to 7 years, with and
without special needs, for improvement of specific skills through playful and
autonomous learning. The system is based on the logic blocks (see the figure
below), a structured educational material for children which is widely used in
many European schools. The logic blocks are integrated with an ’intelligent‘
software that allows active and learner-centered activities focusing on
students’ actions and not on the transmission of knowledge.
Thin blocks
Thick blocks
Thin blocks
Thick blocks
Thin blocks
Thick blocks

Big blocks

Small blocks

Figure 1: The logical blocks were created in an extended version by L.S. Vygotsky and later
1
reduced to the current quantity from Z.P. Dienes . It is a structured material composed of 48
pieces organized in 4 categories: a) colour, (red, yellow, blue); shape (square, circle, triangle,
rectangle); thickness, (thick, thin) and size (small, big).
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http://www.zoltandienes.com/?page_id=2
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The overarching goal of Block Magic is to help young learners to learn
autonomously. This, the authors believe, is a basic life-skill, of critical
importance for children future development. Block Magic provides an
attractive and highly motivating approach to teaching skills which will be
important for the learners in their later life.
Block Magic activities encourage a progressive and steady process of learning
and knowledge enrichment throughout the school year. It targets six skills,
namely creative, mathematical, logical, language, strategic and social skills.
The social skill can only emerge under conditions of group play, while all
other skills can be taught both individually and in group.
Block Magic consists of an advanced teaching system which is intelligent and
interactive. The large variety of exercises (nineteen in total, two of which
addressing children with special needs) and the huge quantity of game
variations implemented (about 600) allows children to learn in a fun way
without the perception of formal assignment, so as to maintain a high level of
attention, motivation and satisfaction.
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Individual Game Scenario
Block Magic can be used by a single child to make a series of exercises in an
autonomous way. The teacher takes the role of an external observer allowing
each child to interact freely with the system which provides feedback and
stimulates the child interaction. The teacher might intervene in case the child
faces important problems in understanding the exercises or if the child is not
advancing. Also, the teacher will be responsible for troubleshooting hardware
and software issues.

Social Game Scenario
In the case of group games, a small group of children interacts with the
system. Depending on the task and the objectives set by the teacher, the
teacher should ensure that all children are involved and are participating
either equally or with the roles they are assigned to. For example, the
teacher could assign to one child to take the main responsibility of playing
and/or define other roles for the other children in the group, such as
providing support, observing, creating obstacle, etc., based on the
characteristics of the specific exercises.
The main aspect of the group scenario is
that the educator follows closely the
group interaction and the specific
competences required, such as team
building, the leadership, verbal and nonverbal communication.
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The Teacher's Kit
The Block Magic system consists of a
small suitcase containing the 48
attribute blocks enhanced with
identification stickers, four special
blocks, a small board on which to
place the selected blocks and a
computer (PC or laptop) with the
Block Magic software installed on it,
which manages the exercises and
provides visual information related
to the exercises and aural feedback on each action performed.
The main idea is that the children do not need to interact with the computer
and only the teacher could setup the computer and the software. The
children will interact directly with the board which automatically recognises
the blocks placed on top of it with no needs to press buttons or interact with
the mouse. For specific interactions four "Jolly Blocks" will be used. These
operational blocks are white wood pieces with
. The Jolly
blocks are: NEW EXERCISE for
moving to the next exercise, REPEAT
for hearing the last sentence,
RESTART for restarting a game), and
NEW VARIANT for going to the next
variant of the same exercise.
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Setting up Block Magic
Setting the Block Magic hardware
For the correct work of the Block Magic system, the Block Magic board
should be connected to the PC/laptop on which the Block Magic software is
or will be installed through the USB cable that is provided in the Block Magic
kit. When you connect the hardware for the first time on your PC/laptop, the
system will recognize the board automatically. In few minutes the hardware
will be ready for the use. If the computer is switched on a beeping sound will
be heard when you plug-in the cable correctly on both sides and the board is
linked.

Setting the Block Magic software
Your Block Magic system will probably come ready to use with the correct
hardware and software installed, so you could skip few of the following
sections. However, if you need to obtain, install and set the software on your
own computer, please follow the guidelines below.
Please check that your system meets the minimum technical requirements:
1. Operating system: Windows Vista or later
2. CPU: 1,5 GHz.
3. RAM: 512 MB.
4. 3D video card: ≥128 MB video memo
For a perfect use the following configuration is recommended:
1. Operating system: Windows 7
9

2. CPU: 2,4 GHz
3. RAM: 2048 MB.
4. 3D video card: 256 MB video memory.
Download and automatic installation
The Block Magic software will be available for free download on the Block
Magic website (www.blockmagic.eu). The final version of the Block Magic
software is 3.0.0, downloadable at the following URL:
http://www.blockmagic.eu/main/downloads/BlockMagic_3.0.0.exe
Please make sure you uninstall any previous version of Block Magic software
before installing the newest one.
Only launch the downloaded file, named BlockMagic_3.0.0.exe which uses a
complete installer that downloads and loads on your PC all the software
needed. Follow the instructions of the installation process until the end. After
pushing the “Finish” button start Block Magic from your PC.

Manual installation
If you decide to download and install manually the necessary software or you
need to use a previous version of Block Magic (i.e. 1.2.2), please follow the
instructions below.
The Block Magic system counts on Microsoft Speech Platform for the
synthesized voices. This is a free application downloadable from
www.microsoft.com. The current version is v.11, downloadable at the
following URL:
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http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=27225
Furthermore you have to include a synthesizer voice for your language:
Catalan: Herena
English: Hazel
French: Hortense
German: Hedda
Greek: Hazel (English)
Italian: Lucia
Polish: Paulina
Spanish: Helena

All Speech Recognition and Text-to-Speech Engines for Microsoft supported
Languages are available in the following address:
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=27224
Please make sure that your computer has the newest version of Runtime for
Visual Studio C++ libraries. You can download it from the following URL:
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=8328
Finally, the software needs the following drivers, free downloadable from the
following link:
www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/VCP.htm
Please download the file that matches with your operating system.
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Initial settings of the Block Magic software
On successful installation, you will
find a Block Magic shortcut in your
Start menu, Programs section. After
starting the software you should see
the splash screen as depicted on the
right. The first time you start the
software it might take few minutes.

First configuration of the board
When you connect the Block Magic software for the first time, it is necessary
to configure the magic board. Connect the board to the PC/tablet with the
cable and press the button “Configure”.
You will see the popup shown on the
right. In order to configure your board
press the button “Associate turned on
devices” and wait some seconds.
Using this window you are able to
configure your hardware as board or
as wand (the default setting is
“Board”) and you could set the auto
off. In this case insert the chosen
number of second and push “Set auto off”. When you have completed all the
settings, push “OK” and you will return to the main screen.
After this operation, the hardware is associated to the program and the Block
Magic software will recognize the hardware every time you will connect it.
12
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Connection of the board
If your hardware is configured, you must push only the button
“Connect/disconnect” in the left corner. In the bottom part of the screen the
number of “Connected devices” will increase. The software is able to connect
at the same time more devices and you could use them simultaneously.
Other settings
Push Option button in order to select
you language between the currently
available ones (Catalan, English,
French, German, Greek, Italian, Polish,
and Spanish) and put a thick if you use
the synthesizer.
If you push the ‘Tutors’ button you
can add children’s profiles for the
child/children that will play with Block
Magic. Here you can also define the initial level of difficulty associated to
each profile. Follow the pedagogical settings instructions in the next section
and then run the software.
To run Block Magic, press the ‘Start’ button and select a user (i.e. the name
of the child that will play in the following session). The first exercise will start
automatically, giving the first instruction to the child.
Enjoy!
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Pedagogical settings
Block Magic software permits the teacher to set the system and adapt the
exercises to the students by selecting the ’Tutor’ button on the splash-screen.
Adding or removing users
For the correct tracking and automatic adaptation of the software, each child
or group of children should have its/their own profile created before its/their
first session and should be identified with it on each play session. The teacher
can create or delete profiles by pushing the button ‘Tutor’ and using the
option ‘Add kid’ or “Remove kid”.
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At this point, the teacher should write the user name and should select the
starting level of difficulty for this student or group. The teacher could select
the initial level for each exercise, thus adapting the difficulty of the exercises
and personalizing the whole experience of the player. Furthermore, for each
exercise, the teacher can decide the strategy for increasing or decreasing the
difficulty level. By default, the software would increase the difficulty level of
an exercise if the student correctly resolves it five consecutive times.
Similarly, the system will decrease the difficulty level if the child gives five
consecutive erroneous answers to an exercise. Thus the Block Magic system
provides a simple adaptation mechanism which should stimulate the student
learning while at the same time keeping the students motivation and
challenge.
The teacher should make sure that the correct authentication of the child is
done in the beginning of each consecutive session. This step is important due
to the customization of the training path according to the results obtained by
each child previously and the association of evaluation information to each
specific child. This authentication step should be done each time when a
child/children that uses the system change.

Setting the pedagogical objectives
Block Magic allows the teacher to decide on the pedagogical objectives for
each child / group of children, i.e. which skills should be trained in each play
session.
In the beginning of each session, except the first one, the teacher may decide
to modify the system's probabilistic choices in the selection of exercises,
based on his observations and the data analysis done by the system from
previous sessions. In other words, the teacher is able to reset (manually)
15

some system parameters based on the goals they want to achieve. For
example, if the teacher notices from the analysis of the collected data that a
child is mostly lacking mathematical or logical skills, which normally are the
most difficult ones, he/she might set the software to select more exercises
for these skills at the expense of exercises targeting creative or language
skills. If, however, most of the children in a class have difficulties in social
integration (e.g. in classes with a high number of immigrants) the teacher
may decide to perform a larger number of game sessions of a group play, but
to select easier for these children exercises, like the ones stimulating
creativity. In each session, the teacher can use one of the two scenarios of
use, i.e. the individual or the group one, depending on the targeted skills.
In the ’Exercises’ tab the teacher is able to switch on or off each exercise. This
allows to dynamically modify the pedagogical objective in terms of target
skills. For example, if the teacher considers that the child needs to practice
mainly its mathematical skills, in the exercises tab the teacher can select only
those exercises that are primarily targeting mathematical skills (i.e. deselect
all other exercises). In a next session, and based on the new analytics
provided by the system, these choices could be changed again.
As described in the chapter ‘Pedagogical Setting’, Block Magic has a default
algorithm for adapting the difficulty level to the child, based on its learning
performance. By selecting the ‘Tutor’ button on the splash-screen the
teacher is able to create new a player’s profile which will be associated to the
child that would play (as described above). In this profile, a history of the
child’s play sessions is kept and it permits to review the analytics made by the
system. The teacher can analyze the collected data, such as the number of
exercises played in previous sessions, the type of exercises successfully
accomplished and those that were skipped or never resolved. This data
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provides a valuable feedback to the teacher and allows for decisions on what
skills should be targeted in the following sessions.
As described, Block Magic has a default algorithm for adapting the difficulty
level to the child, based on its learning performance. The teacher, however, is
allowed to adapt the strategy by manually changing the default thresholds.
For example, a teacher might know that a student is easily discouraged if
he/she is unsuccessful in solving an exercise, while at the same time learns
well by numerous successful repetitions. In such case, the teacher might
decide to decrease the threshold for lowering the difficulty levels to the value
of 2 (instead of the default value of 5) and increase the threshold for
increasing the difficulty level to the value of 10 (instead of the default value
of 5). Thus, the child will play 10 consecutive times the game correctly before
the difficulty is increased and if it makes 2 consecutive errors the level would
be again decreased, keeping child’s motivation to continue playing.
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Play sessions
On the first play session, the teacher
should familiarize the participating
children with the logic blocks and the
entire Block Magic system. Some time
for free play with the blocks could be
allowed in which the kids will observe
the blocks and get initial feeling about
their properties.

Session 1
Preparation

Introduction

Play

Session 2+
Preparation

Play

Starting from the second section, the play will start directly after the
hardware and software preparation is done by the teacher.
The exercises of each play session will be automatically selected by the
software. The difficulty level will also adapt automatically, based on the
previous plays and on the pedagogical settings (see the related section
above). When the child successfully finalizes an exercise for a selected
number of times (by default 5, but this property could be changed manually
by the teacher), the level of difficulty for this particular exercise will increase.
On the contrary, if the child has difficulty resolving a specific exercise for a
number of times (also here the default number is 5).
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Teacher’s role
The main task of the teacher is the definition of educational objectives to be
achieved, both on a collective level (i.e. by the whole class) and by the
individuals (i.e. by each child). The correct identification of these objectives
allows the educator to define and customize the training.
At the operational level, the role of the teacher is to prepare the room and
the Block Magic tools for the Block Magic session and assign the children to
the Block Magic kits either in group or for single play. Also, depending on
which scenario has been chosen for the session, the teacher may assume a
supervisory role where active support is provided to the children, or simply
the role of an external observer.
The teacher is also responsible for registering each child and creating its
profile on the first session (see the related section above). Also, the teacher
should make sure that the correct authentication of the child is done in the
beginning of each consecutive session. This step is important due to the
customization of the training path according to the results obtained by each
child previously and the association of evaluation information to each specific
child. This step should be done each time when children using the system
change.
At the end of the session, the teacher will be able to review simple analytics
about and adapt the pedagogical goals.
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Learning Activities
The Block Magic Learning Activities are the exercises developed specifically
for stimulating the skill targeted with the Block Magic system. In this section,
you will find a short description of each activity, its learning goals and
rationale, and specific instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom
wherever needed.
The current version of the Block Magic software contains seventeen (17)
learning games for children with no special needs. Many of the games have
several variations (in total about 600). Most of the activities come in three
difficulty levels - beginner, intermediate and advanced. The initial difficulty
level for each child is set by the teacher. As already mentioned, throughout
the play sessions, the Block Magic system adapts the level of difficulty to the
child’s performance.
In addition, two (2) learning activities are available for children with special
needs, i.e. learning of basic concepts for children with mental disability and
learning of basic concepts for children with visual impairment / disabilities /
difficulties.

20
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Learning activity 1.1

Treasure hunt | the right block

Task:
In this activity the child searches for a
block, which the system has selected,
but
keeps
secret.
The
child
consecutively selects different blocks in
order to check whether the selected
one is the correct block. On each step
the system provides feedback which
the child uses for logically discarding
some blocks and selecting a new one
until the correct block is identified.
Learning goals and rationale:
This activity targets primarily logical and mathematical skills. The underlying
principles are negation, conjunction and attributes elimination.
Secondary, the exercise targets language skills, as words acquisition is
stimulated through numerous repetition of the blocks attributes and the
variation in the wording of the instructions given.
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
This activity might be quite difficult for the smallest children, due to its
underlying principles (i.e. negation, conjunction and attributes elimination).
The teacher can further diminish the difficulty level by lowering the number
of blocks that the child plays with.
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Learning activity 1.2

Treasure hunt | attribute group

Task:
This activity consists in the child
looking for all blocks with a chosen
attribute.
Learning goals and rationale:
This activity targets primarily logical and mathematical skills. On each
attempt the system provides feedback which the child uses for logically
discarding some of the blocks until all the correct blocks are identified.
Secondly, the exercise targets language skills, as words acquisition is
stimulated through numerous repetition of the blocks attributes and the
variation in the wording of the instructions given.
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
As several blocks have to be selected in this exercise, children are expected to
develop some sort of strategy on systematic selection, such as collecting the
blocks on piles and moving themaround.
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Learning activity 2.1

Missing a piece | complement
of picture

Task:
This activity consists in the child
searching for a missing piece from a
picture, which the system has selected
and displayed on the screen.
Learning goals and rationale:
This activity targets primarily logical skills for identifying the correspondence
between the geometrical forms and the object drawn.
Secondly, the exercise stimulates creativity, as the use of unexpected objects,
such as the triangles that will form the leafs of a flower, could spark children's
imagination. Also, language skills / world acquisition is stimulated, through
numerous repetition of the blocks attributes and variation in the wording of
the instructions given.
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
The teacher might decide to provide the picture as a complementary material
(i.e. an A4 paper sheet with the picture).
Children often try to reconstruct the picture shown on the screen with the
physical logical blocks they play with. However, in many of the variations of
this exercise this is not possible, as the image is made by multiple instances of
the same block. The teacher should clarify this to the children, if he/she
notices such attempts.
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Learning activity 2.2

Missing a piece | creative
drawing

Task:
This activity consists in the child
completing a picture by adding a
missing piece. In the picture an object
could be made out of logic blocks, i.e.
geometrical forms are used for
drawing, but it could be an arbitrary
image from which one element is
removed.
Learning goals and rationale:
Creative skills are stimulated by triggering child’s imagination with the use of
unexpected forms in drawing, e.g. the imagination would be triggered to
construct a house door with various forms. Any form the child selects as input
will be considered equally creative, i.e. there is no correct or incorrect answer
to the exercise. The goal is to stimulate, not to evaluate the creativity by
provoking experimentation and providing stimulating/encouraging feedback.
Secondly, language skills / world acquisition is stimulated, through numerous
repetition of the blocks attributes and variation in the wording of the
instructions given.
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
This exercise does not have different difficulty levels, as any answer is
considered correct. Children quickly perceive it as very easy and often look
for it by skipping more difficult exercises, such as those targeting logical or
mathematical skills.
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Learning activity 2.3

Missing a piece | logic train

Task:
This activity consists in the child
searching for a missing piece in a
’train‘ made out of logic blocks. The
child needs to understand the logic
that is behind the ’train‘ construction
and identify the ’missing‘ piece.
Learning goals and rationale:
Primarily, logical and mathematical skills are targeted. The activity stimulates
counting, naming the position in a series, finding attribute changes,
permanence, etc.
Secondly, language skills are stimulated, especially world acquisition, through
numerous repetitions of the blocks attributes and variation in the wording of
instructions given.
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
Children easily see the difference between the blocks if the changing
attribute is colour or form. Changes in the size and especially in the thickness
are more difficult for the children to observe.
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Learning activity 2.4

Missing a piece | creative
recognition

Task:
This activity consists in the child
mapping between an object on a
picture and its representation by a
simple geometric form with the
blocks.
The system displays a picture, photo
or drawing and asks the child to select
the block that best represents certain
part or an object on the picture.
Learning goals and rationale:
Primarily, logical skills are practiced, as the child learns about representation
of one object by another.
Secondly, creative skills are stimulated by triggering child’s imagination with
the use of unexpected forms in drawing.
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
This exercise, although it looks similar to the one called ‘Missing a piece:
creative drawing’ has a different objective. In it the child looks for the form
that most accurately represents an element on the picture, thus not all
answers are accepted as correct.
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Learning activity 3

Name the Magic Block

Task:
The exercise consists of asking the
child to place on the board a block
(random or specific, depending on the
difficulty level). The child will be
reminded of the terms that are
associated with the Block Magic
exercises, such as the blocks
attributes and relations between
them. The child will hear numerous
times the terms he/she does not
know and will be reminded of those
that he/she might have forgotten
since the previous session.
Learning goals and rationale:
Primarily, language skills are stimulated by practicing the specific terminology
related to logic blocks and their attributes.
Secondly, mathematical skills are practiced, basic mathematical terms and
counting.
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
It might be a good approach to dedicate a short session at the beginning of
the Block Magic usage only on this exercise (see the earlier section on the
pedagogical settings of the software on how to unselect the rest of the
exercises in settings). This will allow the students to deepen their
understanding about the attributes, learning well their names and facilitate
the playing of some of the other exercises in the next sessions.
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Learning activity 4

Slice the shape

Task:
This activity consists in the child
searching for a solution to a problem
that has been presented, i.e. how to
slice certain shape into equal shares.
The child needs to find the solution
between the forms of the Magic
Blocks. Not all solution would be
exact, but the student should find the
best possible answer.
Learning goals and rationale:
Primarily, strategic / problem solving skills are triggered
Secondly, language skills / world acquisition is stimulated, through numerous
repetition of the blocks attributes and variation in the wording of instructions
given
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
This exercise does not have different difficulty levels.
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Learning activity 5.1

Counting | Number based
variation

Task:
In this activity the child has to count,
stimulated by a number displayed by
the Block Magic system. The child
provides the answer of the counting
exercise by selecting as many blocks
as the value of the number shown on
the screen. On each step the system
provides feedback.
Learning goals and rationale:
Primarily, mathematical skills are stimulated as the child should create an
internal association of written numbers with the counting system.
Secondly, language skills / world acquisition is stimulated, through numerous
repetition of counting, both forward and backwards.
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
In some cases the children should be reminded that the answer is not
provided by placing the correct number of blocks on the board at the same
time, but by putting one by one the blocks until the correct number is
reached.
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Learning activity 5.2

Counting | Picture based
variation

Task:
In this activity the child counts objects
on an image, as the Block Magic
system instructs. The child provides
the answer of the counting exercise
by selecting as many blocks as the
number of objects shown on the
screen. On each step the system
provides feedback.
Learning goals and rationale:
Primarily, mathematical. The exercise stimulates the child association of
written numbers with the counting system.
Secondly, language skills / world acquisition is stimulated, through numerous
repetition of counting, both forward and backwards.
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
In some cases the children should be reminded that the answer is not
provided by placing the correct number of blocks on the board at the same
time, but by putting one by one the blocks until the correct number is
reached.
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Learning activity 6.1

Addition | Number based
variation

Task:
In this exercise the child has to sum
numbers that are displayed on the
screen. For example, the system will
display “2 + 2 = ?” and the child needs
to do the addition and provide the
answer by selecting the block
corresponding to the right number/
solution of the math task. Additional
information will be displayed on the
screen, helping the child to relate the
blocks to the possible answers.
Learning goals and rationale:
Primarily, mathematical skills are practiced, as the exercise stimulates the
child association of written numbers with the counting system.
Secondly, language skills / world acquisition is stimulated, through numerous
repetition of counting, both forward and backwards.
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
The children might need to be reminded that for providing the correct answer
they should consult the “agenda” below the image which shows the
correspondence between blocks and numbers.
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Learning activity 6.2

Addition | Picture based
variation

Task:
In this exercise the child has to sum,
based on the number of elements
that are present on a picture/image
that are displayed on the screen. For
example, the system displays a
number of elephants in two pictures
and the child needs to add the
number of elephants from one picture
to the number of elephants of the
other picture. The child will provide
the answer by selecting the block
corresponding to the right number/
solution of the math task. Additional
information is displayed on the
screen, helping the child to relate the
blocks to the possible answers.
Learning goals and rationale:
Primarily, mathematical skills are practiced, as the exercise stimulates the
child association of written numbers with the counting system.
Secondly, language skills / world acquisition is stimulated, through numerous
repetition of counting, both forward and backwards.
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
The children might need to be reminded that for providing the correct answer
they should consult the “agenda” below the image which shows the
correspondence between blocks and numbers.
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Learning activity 7.1

Subtraction | Number based
variation

Task:
In this exercise the child has to solve
subtraction problem with numbers
that are displayed on the screen. For
example, the system displays “2 - 2 =
?” and the child will needs to do the
subtraction and provide the answer
by selecting the block corresponding
to the right number/ solution of the
math task. Additional information will
be displayed on the screen, helping
the child to relate the blocks to the
possible answers.
Learning goals and rationale:
Primarily, mathematical skills are practiced, as the exercise stimulates the
child association of written numbers with the counting system.
Secondly, language skills / world acquisition is stimulated, through numerous
repetition of counting, both forward and backwards.
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
The children might need to be reminded that for providing the correct answer
they should consult the “agenda” below the image which shows the
correspondence between blocks and numbers.
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Learning activity 7.2

Subtraction | Picture based
variation

Task:
In this exercise the child solves
subtraction problems, based on the
number of elements that are present
on a picture displayed on the screen
(e.g. elephants), similar to the
picture based addition exercise. The
child provides the answer by
selecting the block corresponding to
the right number/ solution of the
math task. Additional information is
displayed on the screen, helping the
child to relate the blocks to the
possible answers.
Learning goals and rationale:
Primarily, mathematical skills are practiced, as the exercise stimulates the
child association of written numbers with the counting system.
Secondly, language skills / world acquisition is stimulated, through numerous
repetition of counting, both forward and backwards.
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
The children might need to be reminded that for providing the correct answer
they should consult the “agenda” below the image which shows the
correspondence between blocks and numbers.
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Learning activity 8

Creative train

Task:
In this exercise the child creates an
imaginary train made of blocks. The
child has to imagine that each block is
a wagon. The system asks the child to
place the following wagon in such a
way that it is either similar or
different from the previous one. In
this manner, the child develops in an
intuitive way these concepts (i.e.
similarity and difference). The child is
not be forced to select one concrete
block, but is asked to look for blocks
being as different as possible from
one another.
Learning goals and rationale:
Primarily, logical skills are practiced, namely the concepts of similarity and
difference, change and preservation of attributes.
Secondly, language skills / world acquisition is stimulated, through numerous
repetitions
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
This exercise permits the child to repeat a block in the train. For example, if
the instruction is to select a completely different block from the previous one,
the system allows the first and the third blocks to be the same.
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Learning activity 9

Memory

Task:
In this activity the child is shown
several blocks on the screen and then
the system hides one of them. The
child has to remember which block
has disappeared and indicate it by
putting it on the Block Magic board. In
the easy level the child simply has to
remember which piece is missing. In
the advance level, there will be more
blocks presented simultaneously and
the ordering of the blocks is logical, so
the child can use both memory and
logic to identify the hidden block.
Learning goals and rationale:
Primarily, logical skills are practiced
Secondly, problem solving is practiced
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
This exercise requires the concentration of the child and observing well the
image before following the first instruction. The teacher might find it useful to
remind this to children before they select a block and start the exercise.
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Learning activity 10

Replace the sequence

Task:
In this activity the software shows a
picture with three or four blocks to
the child and asks it to perform a
certain action over each block in the
sequence, starting from the first one
and continuing until the last one.
Learning goals and rationale:
Primarily, logical / mathematical skills are practiced, as the goal of this
exercise is to stimulate student’s understanding of the concept ’sequence’.
Secondly, linguistic skills, problem solving are stimulated
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
It might be useful to clarify to the children that once a block has been
selected correctly, they move to the next one, i.e. on incorrect answer
children do not need to repeat the while series.
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Learning activity for children with mental disability

Task:
In this activity the teacher places a
block on the Block Magic board
(example of the reference) and the
Block Magic system identifies it. On
the work table, the child will have
one or more blocks (depending on
the child’s mastery so far). The child
identifies the block shown and places
it on the board. The educator has to
provide physical guidance and add
social enhancers.
Learning goals and rationale:
The aim of the exercise is the identification of the basic concepts through the
teachable material Block Magic. It is essential that these concepts are at the
level of comprehension and learning of the child with special needs. The
concepts proposed must intercept the potential skills of the pupil.
Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
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Learning activity for children with visual impairment / disabilities /
difficulties

Task:
This activity includes all the previous
exercises
and
variations.
For
supporting children with visual
impairment, all activities are available
without considering the color. The
teacher must provide support to allow
for the correct management of the
session.
Learning goals and rationale:
The goals of these activities reflect the variation in use.

Instructions for organizing the activity in the classroom:
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Contact and further information
To
contact
BLOCK
MAGIC,
mail: info@blockmagic.eu.

please

use

the

project

e-

You can also contact the main responsible from each partner institution as
indicated below:

Organisation Name

Main contact

Istituto di Scienze e Tecnologie della

Raffaele Di Fuccio

Cognizione – CNR

raffaele.difuccio@istc.cnr.it

Universitat de Barcelona / Univeristy of

Mario Barajas

Barcelona

mbarajas@ub.edu

University of Dresden

Wolfgang Donsbach
wolfgang.donsbach@tu-dresden.de

Lega del Filo D’Oro

Patrizia Ceccarani
ceccarani.p@legadelfilodoro.it

Ellinogermaniki Agogi, Panagea Savva school

Sofoklis Sotiriou
sotiriou@ea.gr

For further information, including commercial possibilities, please visit the web site:

www.blockmagic.eu
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